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The PIA 2021 and its impact on the Nigerian Economy

The enactment of the PIA 2021 no doubt,
has birthed a new dawn in the oil and gas
industry, its impact on the Nigerian
Economy, especially in the gas sub-sector
investments is auspicious.
The key questions would then be, what are
the enablers for gas businesses in the PIA
2021?
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Key Gas Business Enabler in the PIA 2021

The PIA 2021 provides key enablers for gas businesses. These include:
i.

The Gas Monetization incentives as provided for in Part III- Royalties under
section 10 – (6) Royalty based on production for natural gas and natural gas
liquids reduced from 5% to 2.5% rate for natural gas produced and utilized
in-country;

ii.

iii.

The infrastructure Fund as provided for in section 52 (7) (a) of the PIA 2021,
would be sourced from 0.5% of wholesale price of petroleum products and
natural gas sold in Nigeria; and
provision of five (5) years tax holiday
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Impact of Key Gas Business Enablers on Nigerian Economy

The impact of key gas business enablers would be:
i.

Massive Foreign Direct investments in the entire gas value chain which would in turn
spur economic activities in the strategic demand sectors (Strategic Power Sector, Gas
Based-Industry Sector and the Commercial sector);

ii.

❖

❖

Equity investments of Government owned participation or stakeholder interests in
infrastructure related to midstream and downstream gas operations aimed at:
Increasing the domestic consumption of natural gas in Nigeria in projects

which are

financed through Gas Infrastructure fund.
Encouraging private investments through risk sharing by participating initially in
high risk projects and in such other equity investments that encourage

selected

investment in

midstream and downstream gas infrastructure, and

❖ Reducing or eliminating gas flare.
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Gas – The Global Bridging Fuel of Choice

Global Energy Challenge
Global Uncertainties Disruptions e.g. Covid
19

Global Energy Mix - Outlook
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Notice that Gas is trending up and Oil the opposite direction

Source: 2019 BP Energy Outlook
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Global Natural Gas Resource

❑ Despite having the highest gas reserves in Africa, less than 10% of those reserves is
produced.
❑ Nigeria consistently experiencing energy poverty viz a viz her endowed energy

Nigerian Gas Resource – An Overview
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Source:- DPR
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Decade of Gas- Decade of Opportunity
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Gas: Nigeria’s Key Economic Value Driver

Upstream
E&P

Midstream
Liquefaction

Gas processing
Gas Processing plants

Grow reserves to support
domestic and export demand
of ~ 15bscfd in the medium
term

~3.6mmscfd market
potential envisaged on
the short run

Opportunities and Enablers

LPG & CNG
production

CNG usage
expected to rise from
0.03mmscfd to
3.42mmscfd by
2030

• National Gas Policy
Flare Gas
Commercialization

~ 900mmscfd of
Flared gas for
commercialization

Shipping

Regasification

Pipelines

Natural Gas Exploration

• Upcoming Open Blocks
Bid Rounds and Marginal
Fields Round

Downstream

Pipeline construction and
management

Power Generation

About 1,400km of
transmission
pipelines

Power generation
estimated to be 20,000
MW by 2020

Opportunities and Enablers
Gas Network code

Marketing
Gas Based Industries

• Plastics consumption
669,000MT in 2015 rise to
1.2millionMT by 2020
• Opportunities in Fertilizer,
Methanol, etc.

Flare Gas Commercialization
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Source (and adapted):
NNPC

Decade of Gas Short-Long Term Strategic Outlook
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Key Gas Sector Policy & Strategic Frameworks

Nigerian
Gas Master
Plan

DECADE
OF GAS
Lead Gas
Policy &
Strategic
Frameworks
1. NGTNC
2. NGEP

Domestic
Gas Supply
& Pricing
Policy /
Regulation

Gas
Revolution

National
Gas Policy

The NGEP oﬀers a Unique
Opportunity

…unlocking all gas molecules as “a
favourable combination of solution”
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The National Gas Expansion Programme (NGEP)
Objective: “To reinforce & expand gas supply as well as stimulate
demand in the country through the eﬀective & eﬃcient mobilization and
utilisation of all available assets, resources and infrastructure in the
country.“.
✔
✔
✔

NGEP is conceived & designed to serve as a catalyst for adding value
to the vast natural gas reserves Nigeria is endowed with
Identiﬁcation of existing policy, legal and regulatory frameworks &
commercial instruments that are hindering the development of the
local gas sector.
Reforming & implementing the promotion of a market structure in a
manner that will ensure the utilization of gas infrastructure, assets
and facilities on a common carrier and co-sharing basis,
15

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

The National Gas Expansion Programme (NGEP) Continues
Formulate strategies that will promote cost eﬀective distribution of
the various gas streams by marine, rail and road for achieving a most
aﬀordable, available, acceptable and accessible gas to Nigerians.
Engage all state and non-state actors in sensitization programmes
on all aspects of safety in relation to gas utilization in the country.
NGEP to contribute towards the implementation of Mr. President’s
June 12 promise to take 100 million Nigerians out of poverty within
the current decade.
NGEP has the capacity to reduce poverty by making locally
available, produced, aﬀordable and accessible fuel to mostly
under-served communities in the country,…
…Thus contributing to job creation and human capital
development through new investments in the gas sub-sector.
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NGEP will Mop Up Untapped Flare Gas Potential
Untapped Flare Gas Potential
54 Million BOE

~22 Million
Tons CO2
emissions

Potential 2 - 3 LNG
trains

324

~3000 MW
electricity
generation

Trigger 70 – 85
Projects

~$1 Billions
lost revenue

BCF

~600,000 MT of LPG

324 BCF OF GAS
FLARED IN 2017 (i.e.
approx. 888MMSCF/D

Generate
~300,000
direct &
indirect jobs

Loss of ~$500 Million
emission credit value

per year
unlocked…giving 6
Million households
access to clean energy
through LPG

Although we are recording decline, the Scale of Gas Flaring is still worrisome
1
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Considering What we Flare, See what 1Mcf (1000 CF) of Gas Can Do?

What can 1Mcf (1000 CF) of Gas Do?

Imagine what 324 BCF of gas ﬂared can do for Nigeria

NGEP Workstream Structure

Compressed
Natural Gas
(CNG)

Gas Based
Industries
(GBI)

NGEP
Program
Streams

Auto-LPG

Domestic
Liquefied
Petroleum
Gas (DLPG)
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AUTOGAS PROGRAMME
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AUTOGAS
One Of The Best Kept Secrets In Alternative Fuels Right
Here In Our Own Backyard.
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AUTOLPG (AUTOGAS) JUSTIFICATION: Logistics Infrastructure to support Autogas is in place
Storage Tanks for importation as well hinterland Bulk storages for distribution across the country are available
to facilitate the eﬀective implementation of the Autogas project.

GUSAU

KANO

GOMBE

ILORIN
IBADAN
MAKUR
DI

NNPC Butanization
Depots
1,000MT

Existing Coastal Storages

56,000MT

Ongoing Coastal Storages

80,500MT

Hinterland Storages

7,000MT

No of Fuel Stations

675 LPG Filling Plants

AUTOLPG (AUTOGAS) IMPACT: LPG Jobs & Capacity Development
a)

The Autogas Scheme will generate millions of Direct and Indirect Jobs

b)

Will lead to Economic Growth and Development.

c)

Technology Transfer for Autogas Conversion and …

Conversion Jobs
(500,000+)

5.6MILLION
Average Man-hours
required per annum to
convert Autogas vehicles

Kit Factory & Gas
Supply Chain
(5,000,000+)
Services / Indirect Jobs
(12,500,000+)

CNG AUTOGAS FUEL – WHERE IT HAS WORKED
✔ CNG has been a global phenomenon for
decades
✔ Demand for CNG has been growing steadily
in recent years
✔ In most countries, it accounts for a
signiﬁcant share of the overall transport fuel
market.
✔ A growing number of governments around
the world actively encourage use of the fuel
in recognition of its notable environmental
beneﬁts,
✔ As well as its inherent practical and cost
advantages over conventional & other
alternative fuels
✔ …See CNG sister fuel - Autogas cost at the
top of the fuel station dashboard
compared to other fuels.
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Components of a typical fast-ﬁlling & time-ﬁlling CNG mother
station.

12
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CNG Infrastructure Options For Automotive Applications
Consumer End – Vehicle Options
❖

Producer End – Refuelling Options

Aftermarket conversion of conventional vehicles to
Bi-fuel vehicles (cost N100K - N250,000)

❖
❖
❖

Purchase of a dedicated CNG car (cost N5,000,000
brand new)

Fast-fill stations are best
suited for retail
situations where
vehicles arrive randomly
and need to fill up
quickly.

Fast-fill stations receive fuel from a local utility line at a low
pressure and then use a compressor on site to compress the
gas to a high pressure.
Once compressed, the CNG moves to a series of storage
vessels so the fuel is available for a quick fill-up.

Time-fill stations are
used primarily by
fleets and work best
for vehicles with large
tanks that refuel at a
central location every
night.
❖
❖

At a time-fill station, a fuel line from a utility delivers CNG at a low pressure to
a compressor on site. Vehicles at time-fill stations are generally filled directly
from the compressor, not from fuel stored in high pressure vessels.
The advantage of using a time-fill station is that the heat of compression is
less, and this results in a fuller fill than a fast-fill station can provide.

✔

POSITIVE IMPACT: FX SAVINGS
Increasing Gas utilization Will save
the government Foreign Exchange
and Ease Pressure on the
Country’s Currency

✔

NGEP POSITIVE IMPACT: ECONOMIC GROWTH &
DEVELOPMENT
Substituting traditional fossil fuels with Gas will
save Trillions in Subsidy bills that can be used in
developing critical infrastructure in the country.

NGEP Autogas Scheme- 2021Implementation Status & 2022 Key Outlook
2021 Implementation Status
9000 Licensed retail outlets classified fit-for –purpose
for co-location of Autogas Fuel nationwide
Issued revised regulatory guidelines for co-located
Autogas Fuel retail outlets and other gas solutions
Licensed & Commissioned co-located Autogas
retail outlets
Presidential roll-out of auto-fuel initiative in Nigeria in 2
fully retrofitted co-located Autogas retail out-lets
50 conversion centers currently upgrading for mass
conversion and trainings of technicians
Converted & commissioned public mass transport buses
Over 30,000 vehicles running on dual fuels
Auto assemblers already producing fit-for-purpose dual
fuel vehicles in-country

2022 Implementation Outlook

600 NNPC leased
affiliate co-location

and

Promote the colocation of
an extensive number of
non-NNPC retail outlets
across Nigeria
Support the deployment of
over1 Million conversion kits
for trucks and smaller
vehicles
Support
the
optimal
availability of all Autogas
fuel streams

Held extensive multi-sectoral stakeholder engagement
and secured impressive program support and buy-in

Autogas to lower transportation cost nationwide – low operating costs & longer life of prime
movers

NGEP CNG, LNG & DLPG Schemes- 2021 Implementation Status & 2022 Outlook
2021 Implementation Achievements
Improved CNG infrastructural capacity across
Nigeria( mother station, daughter station,
fueling outlets, trucks & caskets, conversion
centers and technology service providers)
Issued revised regulatory guidelines to support
effective implementation of all initiatives and
projects under these schemes

Conducted extensive stakeholder Sensitization
Developed and issued concept notes for
implementation of NGEP programs with state
government in collaboration with the NGF

Rolled out domestic LNG power project in
Nigeria

2021 Implementation Outlook

Support 70% acceptance of
CNG usage for vehicular fuel
& 50% acceptance for
power
generation
nationwide
Deepen
CNG
utilization
through the 1MW / LGA
initiative
Roll out Micro Distribution
Centre (MDC) Scheme for
deepening domestic LPG
consumption
Roll out the Gas Entrepreneur
scheme
Roll out NGEP programs in
various states across the
nation

Autogas to lower transportation cost nationwide – lower operating costs & longer life of prime
movers
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GBI & National Economic Development
❑

Economic Development through utilization of
natural gas as feedstock for mega Industrial
Projects.

❑

Diversification by reducing reliance on oil
revenue.

❑

Providing high quality employment
Opportunities

❑

Creating downstream added value (Building
Blocks for industrialization)

❑

Increasing the GDP

❑

Generating and saving foreign Exchange.

❑

Reducing import dependency

❑

Attracting FDI

❑

Technology Transfer.

❑

Supporting wide range of agro-based
activities

Comparative Analysis of GBI Performance:
Nigeria Vs Others

❑ Nigeria consistently underperforms viz a viz its resources.

Comparative Analysis of GBI Performance
Nigeria Vs Others Continues…

❑ Nigeria consistently underperforms viz a viz its resources.
❑ Nigeria produces no Methanol

Final Words

Availability of
Gas

Abundant Gas
Opportunities
in Nigeria

Accessibili
ty of Gas
Improving
the Value
of Gas
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The Role of Finance Ministry
While the NGEP has virtually interfaced with every stakeholders in the gas
value chain to make gas available, accessible and affordable, there is the
urgent need for the Finance Ministry to step in to make gas more
affordable in the domestic sector through the removal of all forms of taxes
on LPG, produced locally or imported. Though the sector has the capacity
to be self-sustaining in the long term, through the provision of gas Strategic
infrastructures as provided for in the PIA.
This would among other things cushion the rather high cost of LPG on the
consumer.

Conclusion
✔ The huge gas potentials for Nigeria clearly offers opportunities for effective
transition that will support the economic sustainability of Nigeria

✔ Accelerated optimization of the extensive gas value chain is the key to unlocking
the opportunities inherent in gas resource as an enabler for economic sustainability

✔ NGEP schemes are being driven to;
a. Ensure that gas is optimally used to provide cleaner fuels for a greener Nigeria
b. Promote mitigation against climate change
c. Secure Nigerian’s energy mix in the short to long run for a sustainable nation

✔ NGEP shall deliver all its strategic objectives through optimal performance of all the
project schemes of the programs

THANK YOU
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